5 Hints + Tips for Interior Design

1 Start with the end in mind....
Know what you are trying to achieve, getting clear on what the mood and style so that you can stay on track and end up with a result that you've planned from the beginning.

2 Colour is transformative...
Create a palette that reflects you and inspires you. Don't be frightened to add colour into your space. Think about accent colours to add visual pops of colour. Decorate with colourful accessories against a neutral backdrop and discover your personal colour palette! Three colour maximum is a good 'rule of thumb' when designing a scheme: main, complementary and a highlight, this will make your scheme easy on the eye.

3 Invest in bespoke pieces for your home...
Your home should reflect your personal style. It’s really important that there is a synergy between the design of your home and your tastes because this makes you feel truly comfortable in your own home.

4 Have a ‘hero’ in your the interior and build from there
A statement rug, a wallpaper feature wall or beautiful design classic are all great starting points to build layers upon.

5 A neutral décor can be interesting
Include a mix of materials from charred finishes alongside warm metallics. A contrast of matte sheens absorb the light and lustrous sheens reflect it. Mirrors are the ultimate way to add instant glamour to a room and create an illusion of space.